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1. PREAMBLE TO DISCUSSIONS
The ViceChairman of the Piedmont region, Roberto Vaglio, welcomes the members of the board on behalf
of the Chairman, Enzo Ghigo. Chairman Lassalle thanks Roberto Vaglio for this welcome which reveals his
unwavering commitment to the WMPA since its start. He then thanks Pierre Rémy – the spiritual father of this
whole project– and also thanks the WMPA team, Claudine Stanislas and Gitta Jacob, for having organised
this meeting in record time. He welcomes Alain Jouret and Philippe Pialoux, who are here to represent the
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, and without whom the meeting in Turin would not have
been possible. Thanks also go to VSFCICDA and the Municipality of Saluzzo for their support given to this
event. A big welcome to the delegates from Africa (Cameroon, Madagascar, Morocco, Uganda), and to those
from Latin America (Colombia, Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru), and from Asia (Kirghizstan, India, Nepal), and from
Europe (France, Italy, Portugal, Rumania), the full list appears in the appendix.
He reminds us all of the significance of mountains to the world  that they make up 35 % of the planet’s
surface and accommodate 15 % of the planet’s population. Mountains are source of some of the richest
natural resources on the planet and yet mountain people possess almost none of this wealth. The political
and cultural establishments are such that they often find themselves excluded. To recognise their right to
have their say on such resources is essential for the future.
After Chambéry, the summit in Quito saw the official registration of WMPA’s birth in 2002 with the adoption of
the Charter which comprises its constitution, the structuring of the board and the main principles of the works
outlined in the minutes of the full board meeting of Ispoure which was adopted unanimously.
We are yet, according to the Chairman, to give the momentum to this movement which would make it a
movement simply impossible to ignore. He reminded the Board that the WMPA had not set out to usurp
anyone but was there to work alongside anyone engaged in the delicate field of emotional quotient,
comprehension and optimism. In a fractured world this initiative on the part of both men and women to help
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those who wish to help themselves gives real legitimacy to this peaceful movement. After Europe, Asia, the
Andes, this is what the WMPA wants to say to Africa next year.
So as to all be working towards the same objective, the Chairman invites each delegation to respond to the
proposals forwarded with the aim of making the long litany of suffering heard at each meeting : namely that of
depopulation, breakdown of communities, loss of identity, a thing of the past. «However advanced the world

may be in matters of thought and communication, it has never been so trapped in its prejudices. So many
problems are pregnant with the seeds of violence. The men and women of the mountain  eternally pacifist 
are carriers of hope. Their suffering has driven them to achievements, made greater by frequently extreme
conditions, which have shown their genius and their creativity. In order for the global village, which whether
we like it or not  is growing before our very eyes – to no longer be lead by armed groups spreading terror
here and there, these mountain men and women must be committed in order to keep the thought process
alive, the humanity, the equality, in a project that extends beyond their lifetime. What is hard is that they are
the ones to be taking the first steps, the ones opening the road forward..»
And then there is the lack of funds at the disposal of mountain communities. It is the role of the WMPA to
respond to this, but they are not going to act alone, nor make promises they cannot keep; that is the sense of
the action plan proposed. The priority is to complete the organisation. From the basis of three or four buttress
ideas to be broadcast worldwide, we must share our conviction with everyone we meet. In order to change
things in a significant way, the WMPA have begun working on a project for a foundation and have met
potential sponsors responsive to their ideals. The WMPA want to hold the first intergovernmental conference
on mountains in Paris, in Spring 2006. It is an ambitious project which has to mobilise the heads of state of
all the world’s mountain countries so that this great idea becomes a great programme, taken up by the
powerful the world over. Simultaneously a world mountain observatory will be established because one
cannot press for things to change, engage the support of militants, if there is no transparency in the
challenges, the strengths and the difficulties entailed... This up to date log book should be a source of
information for all those who are actively involved. It is a project that demands enormous commitment and
work from each and everyone. The first label for Mountain Produce, which is, at this moment, under
preparation, will mean that quality products can become a source of revenue for mountains producers. So
that is the rough outline of the proposed programme.

« Every time a mountain person began forging a path where no path existed, he never turned back and he
was, moreover, almost always followed. This programme means we can mobilise the powerful and enthuse
the less so, so that man may meet man and in meeting they may take hold , in one united gesture ,of the
great construction project of our time. It is up to us to know whether we want our mountain people to stand
strong, keeping a light burning on their territory, the light of hope gleaming out over this foggy and difficult
world. A little light of peace... »

2. WMPA’s INTERNATIONAL ACTION
Pierre Rémy starts proceedings by reminding the board of his resignation as General Secretary for personal
reasons entirely independent of WMPA’s aims or organisation. He has chosen a back seat from where he
can express his commitment more actively and with better use of his experience.
He draws our attention to the requirement for structuring our action on the charter to achieve fair and
sustainable development of mountain territories. The importance of these two terms in the WMPA
constitution, and the consequent originality thereof, is emphasised .
He makes reference to the two most important objectives which triggered its creation:
· To put mountain territories in touch with each other , North and South and also South and South so that
they may share their experiences and their resources.
· To voice – internationally  the concerns and wishes of the mountain people to the powers that be.
Beyond the numerous initiatives already undertaken, a further dimension can be made available to the
mountain people through an « intergovernmental conference » which should address the issue of specificity,
raised by the mountain territories, within the framework of international, regional and national regulations. To
achieve this, we need to create a tool to further its exposure worldwide. An « international observatory of
mountains » would allow us to improve our knowledge of the main current trends and to act, to react, but
above all to anticipate changes. What is more the creation of an “international foundation for the fair and
sustainable development of the world’s mountains” would release funds to set up structures and tools of
communication.
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The proposals for the development of the WMPA’s activities are outlined in the 3 orientation papers
distributed during the session ( and listed in the appendix).
1. General orientations for 2005
2. Creation of an International foundation as a means of expanding cooperation between mountain
territories.
3. Meeting of an intergovernmental conference on mountains to launch a positive interchange between
local peoples and heads of government in mountain countries.
4. As a result of this discussion, these proposals are adopted unanimously with the following
recommendations. They will be implemented with close consultation with the peoples represented and in
full respect of their fundamental values (sustainability, equitability, solidarity and democracy), values that
have presided over the creation of this communication forum which is the WMPA, keeping in mind at all
times the importance of generating added value in order to gain greater support from all our partners, in
particular financial backers.
Chairman Lassalle reminds us of the importance of gaining the governments’ confidence so that they commit
to supporting the peoples, enabling them to develop the action required. Communicating with and at all
these different levels will be one of the top priorities for the future General Secretary to be appointed before
the end of the year. On this point, Jean Lassalle thanks Pierre Rémy for his action, comments upon his
resignation but also on his wish to continue to see the WMPA expand and to continue working from a
distance. He remains a militant and a committed man, rich in ideas and experience. He intends to find before
Christmas his replacement, whose remit will differ from his own. Pierre Rémy was General Secretary on a
voluntary basis. He now suggests that the next General Secretary be remunerated and in charge of
coordinating all the actions and implementing the policy defined by the board. He reminds us that, on
October 6th, the executive board asked for members to put themselves forward and that candidates keen to
stand should come forward as soon as possible.
3. DEVELOPMENT

OF COMMUNICATION
MOUNTAIN TERRITORIES

AND

COOPERATION

BETWEEN

AFRICA
Variously structured depending on the country, intermountain territory cooperation in Africa is developing
with one major concern, that of economic development made possible by the strong increase in added value
of the valuable raw materials that they harbour. Faced with national concerns for the reduction of poverty,
mountain regions are integrated into national programmes for fair and sustainable development while
maintaining their comparative advantages. WMPA Madagascar, set up in 2002, drew up an action plan,
approved by the Madagascan Government, on the theme of integrated management of water, on inter
communality and the promotion of products that have high added value (silk, vanilla, essential oils). In
Cameroon initiatives have continued since the exchange of experiences between some of the mayors in
Cameroon and in France in 2003 on the topic of local government and territorial management. These
initiatives lead to the setting up of an association of elected mountain members and the decision to receive
the WMPA in 2005. With the support of the NGO MairiesConseils, local councils have continued their efforts
to identify opportunities for intercommunal cooperation between mountain ranges. In Uganda 50 % of the
population live in the high territories, which are home to rare resources with enormous economic potential. A
recent meeting of all the mayors on the issue of decentralisation meant that a task force was put in place for
mountain development. Firm support for the WMPA would help the setting up of a structure specifically to
favour dialogue between mountain communities and the Ugandan Government.
An important initiative on mountains has been launched in Morocco, through a project for new legislation or
mountain policy currently under consideration by interministerial committee.
Meanwhile most efforts, in particular that of the populations, are taken up by the immense crossfrontier
issues which require answers urgently: the struggle against poverty, access to health and education for all ,
the status of women, democratic development and particularly local democracy, equality of rights and
reconciliation commission for the prevention of serious violations of human rights, and the struggle against
the various forms of fundamentalism…
The founding members of WMPA in Morocco have succeeded in raising awareness, around the WMPA, in
quite a number of people, principally researchers plus some companion associations of mountain peoples.
This initial support for the WMPA project is closely linked to the aim of setting up the Mediterranean WMPA
together. Offering henceforth a base for one of the objectives taken on by the WMPA, namely to contribute to
the construction of international solidarity (not just that of NorthSouth, but also SouthSouth and North
North), the Mediterranean WMPA represents one of the most innovative initiatives of the WMPA. To facilitate
its setting up and to avoid such obstacles as the many conflicts that exist in the East, the founding members
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in Morocco have suggested beginning with the setting up of West Mediterranean WMPA which would group
together North Africa, and the neighbouring European countries such as Spain, France, Italy and Portugal.
The pertinence of such a proposal can be seen when we look at the evolution of the Barcelona process and
in how the current WMPA in the Mediterranean is made up, i.e. of members from the afore mentioned
countries.
Within Morocco the current situation does not require a new organisation but a framework in which common
aims and synergy can be played out by the different actors in the mountain community. Among them the
traditional representatives of the mountain communities, who are considered by the local population as the
most legitimate representatives, and merit special attention (along with a few “true elected members”). The
whole WMPA is called up to persuade them to take up their roles, as defined in the WMPA statutes, and, in
this way, reinforce the WMPA’s first collegium.
ANDES AMERICA
In the Andes there are strong organisations (representing several million indigenous peoples) and multi
secular organisations focusing on topics such as territory, resources, cultural identity and the sovereignty of
peoples. The WMPA must support such organisations that are already active. And that is why in Bolivia, in
October 2002 we held in Achocalla, the 1st Andes regional meeting which took place prior to Quito. The
Andes have viewed the WMPA ever since as a means of expression, dialogue and vocalisation and a
platform from which to defend community rights on a global level. Transnational initiatives emerge from
these foundation structures like AICO (Association of Indigenous Authorities in Colombia) between Colombia
and Ecuador on the defense of the ecosystems under threat and between the Wayuu peoples of Colombia
and Ecuador.To hold a continental meeting of the Andes and of the WMPA board would allow an exchange
to take place on this project and would also give weight to the local initiatives driven by the peoples who are
solidly organised and whose history transcends national frontiers.
ASIA
The Nepalese WMPA has registered its statutes and has, among its members, community representatives
such as FECOFUN (Fédération Népalaise des Groupes d’utilisateurs de la Forêt  Nepalese Federation of
Forest Users) that comprises 1000 representatives from local organisations.) and others who manage water,
irrigation, energy, education and health…. They have held a meeting and begun to identify the most sensitive
problems. After Ispoure, a concrete action plan was launched in the name of the WMPA by FECOFUN, in the
form of a petition which resulted in a reduction in government tax on forest produce from 40 % to 15 %, and
also to enable the local groups who manage the forest to benefit.
Nepal is prey to an armed insurrection maintained by the Maoists who demand one man from every
household for their army and also demand a 50 % tax on all the produce. Even when the local population
manages to loosen the governmental hold on local resources, the people are still left with the insurgents’
demands to contend with. In Daïlekh, 20,000 women and children have succeeded, thanks to their work over
the last nine years, in standing up to the insurgents and in refusing to pay their tax and have even managed
to chase the insurgents away. For these women and children, the real success, the truly positive result is
here: the absence of all exterior power or administration has enabled them to organise themselves on a local
level and to introduce a form of real, direct, participatory democracy, thanks to the smallness of the
communities involved. For them it is proof that development should not depend so heavily on regional
government but more on government by local population because the local population are seeped in the
ancient tradition of organising and managing their own resources and their own territory.
In Hindoukouch to the west of the Himalayas, in Afghanistan (at 80% above 1000 m altitude), Madera
(Mission d’aide au développement des économies rurales en Afghanistan) who has been participating in the
WMPA since Chambéry, has seen the context evolve considerably over the last five years : after the fall of
the Taliban, the Afghan state is in full reconstruction mode: President Karzai was elected with a strong turn
out ; his government is in place, the legislative elections are in the Spring, followed, sometime later, by the
local elections. But the promises of financial backing made by the international community have been too
slow to materialize. Incidentally the growing of opium has taken off again. With devastating effect (rise in the
cost of land, food producing crops abandoned, increased dependence on drug trafficking on the part of the
local peasants… ) and to eradicate it long term requires accompanying conditions which are not in place
today, which shows how hard it is build a healthy rural economy quickly. Integrated development
programmes are more necessary than ever (education, health, agriculture, livestock) and sadly difficult to
achieve while NGOs and funding bodies function separately. Madera has been implementing operations
backing rural development (civil engineering, agriculture, animal health, forestry, microcredit) by trying to
promote local development by means of the urgent actions that are always necessary in three zones of the
country (in the East near the Pakistani border for the last eighteen years; in the centre, in Hazarajat, for the
last ten years; and in the West, in the province of Ghor, for the last four years) financed by the international
community in particular Europe and within Europe, France (http://www.maderaasso.org). These actions fall
within the framework of regional programmes and are little by little being taken over by national policies such
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as the NSP (National Solidarity Programme) : the population of the districts concerned are invited to
elaborate priority investments (participative methods), to designate pilot committees that have the funding to
act with the participation of the NGO or local businesses. Madera is an integral part of the WMPA charter and
seeks partnerships between the Afghan territories, in which it is active, and other European regions or local
governments, and endeavours to find and encourage Afghan organisations that are interested in making
known the living conditions of their mountain peoples and their typical expectations visàvis the international
community.
From this point of view the role of the WMPA should not be one of launching their own actions. Their role is
to support and motivate the local population’s efforts to structure and manage their own development. In this
way the Resource Centres Project enables mountain people, who are isolated and unable to access new
information and technologies, to communicate with one another and to share their experience and skills and,
through such an exchange, provide reciprocal information and training. The Foundation seems also to be an
excellent way of collecting funds to help the local population to look after themselves. The many success
stories of local management of national funds for water and irrigation, or electricity provide full justification for
community management of such facilities. Lastly mountain people should receive some recompense for their
service to the environment and their management of resources on the ground (water and forest). The action
plan for a mountain label will not only promote survival but even create a means of survival for mountain
people: tea, coffee, medicinal herbs etc.
EUROPE
In Europe local mountain communities have been structured for several years as organisations that act
nationally (UNCEM in Italy, ANEM in France) and at a European level (AEM). The Vice Chairman, Valerio
Prignachi, reaffirms the enthusiasm and commitment of UNCEM (Unione Nazionale Comuni Comunità Enti
Montani), founding organisation of the WMPA, which represents all the Italian mountain communities. They
have offered to hold a meeting at the beginning of January focusing on consultation and coordination to
achieve better synergy between the founder organisations of the WMPA in the implementation of orientations
and their funding. This meeting ought to bring new verve to the commitment of our European partners.
Switzerland, represented by a delegation from Canton du Valais, mentions that there is a mountain people
group (called SAB) that they could envisage joining the WMPA in the future. The ability to convince and
congregate greater numbers through the European organisation has, according to ViceChairman, Gabrielle
Nanchen, to be achieved in compliance with the formal rules at statuary meetings.
There is discussion of a mountain section being set up within the Portuguese Municipal group which would
allow for greater participation of the Portuguese in the WMPA in the future. If a WMPA meeting were to be
hosted in Portugal, it would give weight to this project.
CONCLUSION : The calendar for 2005 should make room for the organisation of talk groups that could give
additional support to local and regional initiatives by putting into place communication centres and relay hubs
for their activities (setting up of a Mediterranean Region, follow up of activities in the Andes, Himalaya, Africa
and Europe). The structuring of the network should be built up from the organisations that are both
representative and legitimately established, but yet to be listed in detail. At their next board meeting, the
WMPA should discuss methods of participation, communication and its internal organisation ( the way it
functions as an association on international level,reinforcement of both collegium 2 and 3, and how meetings
are run) The consolidation of its activities requires special thought (capitalisation and transmission of
initiatives, methodologies and forms of expression specific to peoples, recognition of mountain identity on a
European level, work on the identity of the people along side the work on products and the project to label
them).

4. FINANCIAL RESOLUTIONS
Financial Year 2003: Treasurer, Jacques Larrochette, reports on Financial Year 2003 of the organisation.
With proceeds totalling 249.000 Euros and expenses 103.000 Euros, a 146.000 Euros operating profit has
enabled the organisation to cover 2002’s operating loss of 90.234 Euros and 2001’s operating loss of 46.011
Euros. 2003’s net result is positive with 10.111 Euros. In order to fund its ordinary operations during 2003
and to cover its operating losses of 2001 and 2002, the organisation has received the following support: a
subsidy of 30.500 Euros from the French Ministry of the Interior; a subsidy of 60.000 Euros from ANEM who,
additionally, has waivered their claim for reimbursement of their loan of 111.910 Euros to the organisation; a
subsidy of 15.000 Euros from Fondation pour le Progrès de l’Homme. For the meeting in Ispoure in
September 2003, the organisation received a financial support of 20.000 Euros from the Aquitaine Region
and 8000 Euros from DATAR. The fees paid by the participants totalled 3.523 Euros. The Chairman
emphasises that the setting up of the association generated significant costs and that it is debt free. Year
2003 accounts are approved unanimously.
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Estimates for 2004: the budget will be balanced with a total of 238.000 Euros, the main revenues coming
from subsidies from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of the Interior, as well as members’ fees.
After operating expenses (operating costs, travel costs, salaries, etc.) the operating result should total 20.000
Euros. The Treasurer emphasises that the association’s own funds have become positive at the end of 2003
and that 2004 projected result will be balanced at about the same level as in 2003. However, the relatively
low amount of such a result makes it imperative to pursue new sources of fundings with everybody’s
involvement.
Projections for 2005 : The Chairman reports on the current initiatives and receives unanimous approval
from the board to pursue such initiatives with the objective to collect approximately 300.000 Euros for the
2005 budget – thus allowing the implementation of the programme adopted.

5. 2005 CALENDAR (2ND GENERAL ASSEMBLY & 1ST AFRICAN REGIONAL
MEETING)
In 2005 the WMPA will hold, in Yaoundé, in the Cameroon, its 2nd General Assembly after Quito and the 1st
African Regional Meeting, according to the following provisional timetable (yet to be confirmed):
· Sunday 11th December: Participants arrive.
· Monday 12th and Tuesday 13th December: 1st African Regional Meeting
· Wednesday 14th and Thursday 15th December: 2nd WMPA General Assembly
· Friday 16th and Saturday 17th December: A programme of organised visits
· Sunday 18th December: Participants leave.
Among the 39 African countries invited to the Africa conference there will be a dozen leading countries
identified to further the thought process. Five participants per leading country will be involved at this
preliminary stage (a representative from government on issues of decentralisation, two representatives from
the local population, one elected and one nonelected, a technician/ researcher and a member representing
the NGO).
Calendar:
· January: Constitution of a work group, which will comprise different partners, especially institutional, and
will have the General Secretary at the centre. Recruitment of a group leader/ facilitator.
· FebruaryApril: Internet exchange forum on themes managed by the WMPA with the technical
collaboration of Mountain Forum. Choices of topics and of participants through workshops lead by the
leading countries.
· MayJune: Preparatory meeting of fifteen or so people to finalise the methodology and work out the
logistics.
· December: Meeting in the Cameroon.
Anticipated topics: decentralisation, management of natural resources, mountain agriculture, mountain
typography and cartography.
Aims of the meeting:
· To set up a dynamic of national WMPA constitutions in the main African countries through mobilising the
network of elected members and the NGOs whose census can be achieved with the assistance of the
large networks who already have a base in Africa.
· To elaborate an action plan putting forward the specificity and diversity belonging to Africa. By increasing
the visibility, partners already partly identified, will be encouraged to commit technical and financial aid.
The Cameroon delegation states having made contact with the appropriate authorities, which reveals the
strength of their commitment and the political will to involve the local authorities towards international opening
and cooperation. However, because various institutions are under reconstruction due to the recent
presidential elections, we will be hearing from other contacts over the following weeks as to their
commitment.
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1  THE WMPA (THE WORLD MOUNTAIN PEOPLE ASSOCIATION):
ORIGINS  PROJECT – PROGRAMME –ORGANISATION  RESOURCES
I – Origins. – The WMPA can be regarded as an expression, on a worldwide scale, of the multisecular
solidarity that exists between mountain people. Indeed, the mountains have a long tradition of solidarity.
Without such interaid, mountain peoples would not have been able to survive and develop in their hostile
and restricting environment. Solidarity was initially a feature of traditional mountain communities. As travel
opportunities and visibility throughout the world developed, however, these communities became aware that
other mountain areas were facing the same challenges as them and that it would be a good idea to meet,
exchange ideas and work together to implement joint solutions. They also realised that their destiny was not
merely in the hands of local authorities but that the decisions that affected the future of their areas were
being taken at a national level. It was consequently imperative that they should play a role in this decision
making process. Finally, it became clear that decisions concerning mountain areas were not just crucial for
the inhabitants themselves, but were also of the utmost importance for humanity as a whole, in light of the
exceptional contribution made by these areas (nearly 35% of the surface area of all the continents and 15%
of the world’s population) to the environment, world culture and the economy. The mountain cause therefore
had a universal dimension that required the intervention of the international community.
On the basis of these three observations, mountain populations started to introduce new forms of solidarity
and organisations. These innovations initially saw the light of day in Europe’s mountainous countries
(Switzerland, Italy, France, etc.) where farmer’s associations were first formed for mountain areas and then
for regional districts (at a national level and then at a European level). This process then became global
following the staging (on the initiative of the National Association of Elected Representatives of Mountain
Areas and Chambery) of a World Mountain Forum in June 2000, which resulted a few months later in the
birth of the WMPA (April 2001). The vocation of this new organisation was twofold: to create a basis for co
operation and exchange between mountain territories for the sharing of knowledge and resources, and to
introduce a tool that would form a platform for expression and international action in order to promote actions
and policies designed to meet the new challenges faced by mountain areas.
II – Project. – In September 2002, the WMPA defined its project in Quito (in the heart of the Andes) in the
form of a Charter for mountain populations throughout the world. The objectives and scope of this Charter
were universal: to implement “fair and sustainable” development. ‘Fair’ for the inhabitants of mountain areas,
which must: i) have access to the same civil rights, ii) retain control of their resources and the management
of their area, iii) benefit fully from the fruit of the new showcasing policy, iv) be recognised for their true
identity and the diversity of their cultures, v) enjoy a high level of independence in their actions and vi) benefit
from a fair realignment of national resources. ‘Sustainable’ for the areas thanks to a policy to: i) diversify
activities, ii) enhance the value of products, iii) control the usage of space, iv) protect agricultural and forestry
activities, v) maintain biodiversity and vi) efficiently manage natural resources. Rapid development in these
areas requires strong commitment on the part of the national administration and the international community,
reinforced cooperation between mountain populations and permanent dialogue between the decision
makers and the representatives of the mountain populations. These are the major components of the project
implemented by the WMPA.
III – action programmes. – The WMPA has formalised its two principal vocations via two action programmes:
i) the sharing of knowledge and resources through exchange and cooperation, and ii) the association’s role
as the driving force behind new policies and actions to meet the new challenges faced by mountain areas.
 Action Programme N° 1: “Exchange and cooperation between mountain areas”
The implementing of this programme is underpinned by:
1The introduction, within every mountainous country, of organisations that unite the mountain populations
(based on the same model as the WMPA), capable of speaking and making commitments on behalf of these
populations, and mobilising them to take part in different projects. Without these structures, measures could
only be implemented on an occasional basis and they would be without any real impact.
2 The signing of partnership and exchange conventions between these organisations and their equivalents
(European or other) in order to define the objectives, forms and terms of the cooperation (notably for the
transfer of knowledge).
3 The staging, every two years, of a “Mountain Forum”, with three principal components: a seminar,
information and a platform for forming new partnerships, capable of creating or strengthening the exchange
and cooperation dynamics between mountain areas during its preparation, implementation and extension
phases.
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In order to unite all the mountain partners concerned by the success of this enterprise, the creation of a
“Centre for mountain cooperation and exchange” (supported by a Foundation) has been envisaged.
 Action programme N° 2: “New challenges, new partners and new tools”
This programme principally encompasses three main axes:
1 Making governments and international institutions aware of the stakes involved with mountain areas and
the joint search for solutions to meet the new challenges faced by both the national administration and the
international community visàvis these mountain areas. One of the most important phases of this action will
be the staging (in Paris) of an “Intergovernmental conference on mountain issues” in 2006. This will present
the representatives of mountain populations with an opportunity to initiate dialogue with the representatives
of the governments and international institutions.
2 The monitoring of the mountain situation at different levels (geopolitical, environmental, cultural, etc.) with
a view to understanding and assessing developments in order to be able to implement corrective or
preventive measures. The scheduled creation of a “International Mountain Research Institute” should provide
a platform for centralising information and guiding initiatives and research.
3 The finetuning of policy, legislation and programme proposals adapted to mountain areas, on the basis of
analyses of concrete situations and the evaluation of existing tools and their inadequacies (if any).
IV – Organisation. – The WMPA incorporates three categories of players: regional administrations and
elected representatives, nongovernmental organisations (NGO’s) and researchers or experts. Thanks to this
composition, it is capable of a very transversal approach to the different issues, by organising continuous
dialogue between the representatives of the civil society (NGO’s, scientists and experts) and the elected
representatives and administrations or communities. This configuration offers four major advantages:
regional representation, synergy of strengths and complementarity, mobilisation of an exceptional knowledge
potential and access to the network of these different components, which guarantees a presence in
numerous mountainous countries and areas.
The Bureau reflects the diversity of the WMPA’s social and geographic components. Alongside the
spokesmen of the founder associations of elected representatives, there is still plenty of room for the
representatives of the mountain communities and administrations from all five continents, as well as the
NGO’s and qualified personalities. Jean Lassalle, the current chairman, is an elected representative for the
Pyrenees (deputy for the ‘Pyrénées Atlantiques’ region). The organisation and introduction of structures
based on the WMPA model has been committed to on a very widespread basis. The Quito meeting (in terms
of both its preparation and its results) has provided a basis for a strong presence in Andean America. The
holding of preparatory meetings in the Himalayas has also had an identical impact. Africa, where the
WMPA’s next AGM will be held and where (to coincide with this event) a meeting uniting Africa’s mountain
regions will be organised, represents one of the geographical priorities for 2004 and 2005.
V RESOURCES. – During its first three years of existence (i.e. its launch phase) the WMPA was financed by
the ANEM, the French public authorities, regional administrations and certain private partners. 2005 will be a
transition year, which should see the introduction of more durable financing methods. Amongst these, it is
important to underline the participation of the European members (administrations, associations and
organisations, individuals etc), which should offer a means of dealing with the operational costs of the
international structure and, notably, of drawing up programmes and proposals, and the organisation of
community life, communication and information.
Other means need to be found for financing the two action programmes. Programme N° 1 (cooperation and
exchange between mountain areas), which is designed to reinforce mountain solidarity, should also benefit
from more generalised solidarity (that of a private Foundation, for example, on the initiative of the WMPA).
Programme N°2 (new challenges, new partners and new tools), however, will target financing contracts with
private or public institutions.
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Project to create an International Foundation “ For the equitable and sustainable development of
mountain areas throughout the world”
The aim of this memo is to present the APMM Bureau with working proposals for the creation of an
International Foundation. These proposals will cover the Foundation’s object, vocation and financing
requirements, and will form the basis of a model that can subsequently be presented to potentially interested
partners.
I – A central objective: to promote the Charter for equitable and sustainable development of mountain areas.
The 500 mountain area representatives (from over 70 countries) that were present at the Quito World
meeting of Mountain Populations, held in June 2002, adopted a Charter for the “equitable and sustainable
development” of mountain areas. ‘Equitable’ for the inhabitants of mountain areas, which must: i) have
access to the same civil rights, ii) retain control of their resources and the management of their area, iii)
benefit fully from the fruit of the new showcasing policy, iv) be recognised for their true identity and the
diversity of their cultures, v) enjoy a high level of independence in their actions and vi) benefit from a fair
realignment of national resources. ‘Sustainable’ for mountain areas, thanks to a policy to: i) diversify
activities, ii) enhance the value of products, iii) control the usage of space, iv) protect agricultural and forestry
activities, v) maintain biodiversity and vi) efficiently manage natural resources. The process is, therefore, one
of development, and one which must encompass every aspect of development, because this is the only way
that success can be achieved in a mountain environment. This success also depends on the capacity of
mountain areas to meet the expectations of both the populations concerned and the national and
international community.
Those who participated at Quito created this new concept, which closely unites “equitability and
sustainability”, because they held the view that no development could be sustainable if it were not equitable.
As far as a large proportion of the planet is concerned (i.e. within developing or emerging countries), the
concept of sustainable development alone seems to be largely inadequate. It only becomes acceptable if the
concept of equitability is given equal priority.
At Quito, the APMM was assigned the task of promoting the implementation of this charter for equitable and
sustainable development. This is an extremely ambitious objective, which demands the mobilisation of
significant resources. The APMM consequently considers that it is important that this process should be
boosted by civil society through the creation of a Foundation. Taking strength from the solidarity that exists
between the populations of areas confronted by major development problems would seem to fit with the true
vocation of a Foundation.
II – An essential assignment: to facilitate exchange and cooperation between mountain areas, and to help
mountain populations organise themselves in order to implement the Charter.
The Foundation’s principal assignment is to help the populations of the world’s mountainous areas, who are
often excluded or isolated, to become better organised so that they can find a way out of this isolation,
broaden their perspectives, and exchange and cooperate with each other. For these populations, confronted
with rapid changes to their economic and political environment and for whom it is imperative that innovative
solutions are found on an ongoing basis, contact, exchange and cooperation with areas that are suffering (or
have suffered) from the same problems represent three of the most crucial criteria for efficient progress.
In order to optimise the aid brought to these populations, the primary requirement is that they become
organised at a national level. Once a structured, representative and democratic organisation is in place, a
policy to generate exchange and to broaden contacts can be constructed, and full priority can be given to
enriching these exchanges. The Foundation must therefore encourage the creation of this organisational
approach. Once this platform has been built, the search for information and the sharing of knowledge with
regard to development problems can be rationally organised. The Foundation will then be able to support the
study and information assignments implemented by these organisations. It will also be able to support the
organisation of mountain forums, which will represent the most effective opportunities for cooperation
between mountain peoples and for dialogue with society.
1 Encouraging mountain peoples to organise themselves. The setting up of organised structures for
mountain populations at a national level represents an extremely difficult, if not impossible, prospect without
outside help within developing mountain countries. The representatives of the mountain communities in these
areas are indeed suffering major problems in mobilising the financial resources necessary for paying for their
travel, organising meetings, searching for information (and distributing it), carrying out analyses and drawing
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up proposals; all of which are essential for the setting up and running of an organisation. The most difficult
aspect of all, as everyone is aware, is finding the first Euro, the basis for starting up the machine. The second
and third come more easily as, in the eyes of decisionmakers and backers, receiving aid already represents
recognition, which is even greater if it is international. The role of the Foundation is therefore to provide a
startup grant, which is easy to mobilise and use. In return for this, there is an obligation to produce results
(and not resources). One of these results must be the representation and development of a national project
for mountain development that is in line with the Charter. The average amount for this grant could be 20,000
Euros per country.
2 Providing backing for study and information assignments. These assignments have two objectives. The
first is to search for information concerning the mountainrelated problems endured by the issuing country
(which initially requires indepth preparation work) and, in return, the release and broad circulation of this
information. The second objective is the setting up, within the country(ies) visited, of a network of contacts
and, subsequently, ongoing and regular exchanges via this network. This means that the partner of the
country concerned must be a mountain population organisation capable of mobilising networks (convention
models will be drawn up by the APMM). In more general terms, the efficiency of these meetings (and the trips
made) will be significantly increased if the organisations belong to the APMM’s network, and are
consequently required to redistribute the information concerned and link up the organisations belonging to
this worldwide, “mountain solidarity” network (NorthSouth and SouthSouth). Depending on the project (and
according to these conditions), the Foundation could grant aid in the form of 20,000 Euros per assignment.
3 Supporting the organisation of mountain forums. These forums have several objectives. The first is to draw
up regular progress reports on issues related to mountain development and, in order to do this, to bring
researchers and local players into direct contact. The second is to produce periodical summaries of the
situation in mountain areas and the policies or measures being carried out there. The third objective is to
initiate dialogue with decisionmakers, governments and international institutions. The fourth is to bring those
companies or organisations likely to form partnerships into contact with each other. The fifth is to promote
awareness of the most innovative approaches and initiatives. It is a case, in fact, of offering mountain areas,
through these forums, the possibility of organising what wellorganised sectors of society already do on a
frequent basis: a checkpoint, refresher courses for the members of the community on information and
techniques, and encouragement to form partnerships. These pivotal events will consequently form a platform
(via their preparation, implementation and extensions) for creating new bonds, initiating the dynamics of co
operation and passing on knowledge. The Foundation’s contribution to the organisation of a biennial Forum
would be 300,000 Euros.
These three approaches (i.e. organisation at a national level, study and information assignments and forums)
will be of high educational and training value if they are well prepared and managed, and they will have a
major impact on the entire environment if they are well organised and if information is efficiently distributed.
The interventions that accompany them should be considered as levers for mobilising other financing. In no
way should they be considered as substitutes for the existing aids. These donations should not be
considered as humanitarian contributions but rather as aid with initiating sustainable development. Their
capacity to mobilise (or the cost/efficiency ratio) will be high, if one considers that 35 % of the planet’s
surface area is concerned, along with 10 % of the world’s population in over 120 countries.
III – Financing requirements. In order to be able to carry out these three assignments, the Foundation will
require annual financing of 650,000 Euros, if it is to be able to cover three quarters of the developing
mountain countries:
 Programme 1: 20,000 Euros x 8 countries on average per year
 Programme 2: 20,000 Euros x 8 countries on average per year
 Programme 3: 150,000 Euros per year
 Technical support with the implementing of the programmes
 Annual operating costs

= 160,000
= 160,000
= 150,000
= 100,000
= 80,000

Once these guidelines for the Foundation’s objectives, assignments and financing modes have been formally
drawn up by Bureau, companies or other partners will approached in order to mobilise the financing. A
reasonable period of one year must be envisaged for creating the Foundation (providing the necessary
partners are found). As the Foundation’s vocation will not include managing these programmes from a
technical standpoint, the creation of a “Centre for mountain exchange and cooperation” might be envisaged.
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An intergovernmental conference on mountain areas to be held in paris in 2006
The APMM’s executive Bureau has made contact with the French government with the suggestion that it
should take the initiative of organising an “intergovernmental conference on mountain areas” (at ministerial
level). The Bureau is keen that governments are made more aware (through a direct approach) of the issues
at stake within mountain environments and that solutions should be found on a joint basis for implementation
on a regional, national and international basis. The relevant international organisations would of course be
invited to participate in these debates and in the decisionmaking process. The Conference would be
concluded with a joint declaration, which would express the guidelines concerning the measures to be
adopted by the community of States visàvis these regions. This declaration would consequently form the
basis of (and a commitment to) a charter for the sustainable and equitable development of mountain
environments.
The response by the French government with regard to this request has been positive. Indeed, it was
suggested that a proposal should be made to the government concerning the contents and the expected
results before providing a definitive response. The APMM has expressed that it would like to see the
government urgently consult the States concerned, and its partners within the European Union, with regard
to the utility of this initiative. The objective of this memo is therefore to specify the conditions governing this
conference.
I  Context – The APMM’s initiative comes two years after the international year of the mountain and its
featured events, notably the High Summit, the Brussels Seminar, the Summit of Johannesbourg, the Quito
Meeting and the Summit of Bichkek. These events represented the first steps towards making governments
directly aware of the issues at stake. The conference should be considered as a continuation of these events
and it should offer a platform for ministers representing their governments to discuss the most important
mountain issues with their counterparts and to reach, in conjunction with the international institutions, joint
solutions to the challenges faced by mountain environments in the 21st century.
II – Problems – Such an initiative can above all be justified by the developments being seen in mountain
areas. Throughout most of the entire planet, these regions are being threatened by several mortal dangers:
on the one hand: population losses, migrations, exoduses, overpopulation of urban zones and rapid de
structuring of societies, and, on the other hand: increasingly intensive usage of the available natural
resources, costly attempts to find solutions visàvis the competition now being faced (which these regions
cannot sustain) and the usage of dangerous products. These situations are creating an increasing number of
conflicts for the appropriation of resources or territories, control over products, the maintaining of identities
and autonomies, access to the same places etc. These mountain regions are (or will be) nevertheless
capable of offering humanity, society and our contemporaries some of the most currently (or future) sought
after assets: natural resources, water, biodiversity, landscapes, areas of freedom, products of quality, ‘art de
vivre’, values of solidarity, cultures, traditions, etc. Governments and populations must therefore set
themselves the objective – ambitious though it may be – to control all aspects of the development of these
mountain environments in order to create sustainable and equitable development.
III  The conference’s concept – The intergovernmental Conference must initiate genuine dialogue between
governments and the mountain populations’ representatives, with a view to forming, on a progressive basis,
effective partnerships in each country so as to be able to “manage” mountain issues. It would be infinitely
preferable that the guidelines governing the future of these mountain areas are defined on a joint basis. The
Conference must therefore act as the forerunner to this dialogue, which does not mean, however, that
responsibilities should be confused. Mountain populations are being confronted by considerable restraints,
and it is clear that solutions cannot be arrived at (and even less so implemented) without the input of those
concerned. Dialogue is the only way to reach these solutions. It is therefore proposed that the
representatives of the mountain populations should be able to express themselves freely on the principal
questions submitted to the intergovernmental Conference, that they are involved in its preparation and that
the hierarchy upstream of their representatives should be consulted prior to the final declaration.
IV – Contents and themes – The theme proposed could be: “The future of the mountains, a crucial issue for
the planet” – For an international charter for mountain environments –“
If the political objective chosen is indeed the one outlined above, i.e. controlled development of the mountain
environment, such an objective can clearly only be attained through powerful input on the part of the public
administration. The future of the mountains will initially be decided on in the national arena, before moving on
to the international stage, but it should not be forgotten that mountains are also a “regional” phenomenon,
since massifs often cross official border lines. In light of this factor, three items should initially be proposed for
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debate at the conference according to the responsibilities in question: the mountain environment as part of
the nation, the mountain environment as part of regional, transnational groupings and, finally, the mountain
environment as part of the international community. The issues at stake for each of these questions will be
those best suited to being solved at this level.
1 The mountain environment as part of the nation:
a. The populations: Recognition of rights, respect for identities, integration of minorities into the democratic
process (and their access to civil rights) and reinforcement of autonomies
b. The economy: Maintaining and modernisation of agricultural and forestry activities, structural policies visà
vis land issues, a showcasing of mountain products (quality, specific characteristics, protection etc),
diversification of the economy, and finally, development and management of tourism by the mountain
populations
c. The regions: a quest for equal opportunities in the face of development, access to services, regional
realignments and policies for improving the region
d. Natural resources and the area itself: concerted management of strategic resources, the impact locally of
improving these resources, control over usage of the areas themselves and maintenance of biodiversity,
e. Summary and evaluation of the policies implemented in these different areas
2 The mountain environment as part of regional groupings:
a. Mountains representing borders and obstacles: the securing of border regions and the freedom to come
and go, cooperation for the crossing of massifs and the quest for appropriate infrastructures,
b. Mountains and border resources: the international cooperative management of water and catchment
basins, the networking of areas and the maintenance of biodiversity within the massifs,
c. Mountains as a cultural, ethnic and historic border area: intergovernmental and international recognition of
ethnic and cultural entities,
d. Summary and evaluation of the international conventions existing in these different areas
3 The mountain environment as part of the international community:
a. The role played by mountains in conflicts: how mountain peoples express themselves from an international
standpoint; integration into arbitration or mediation procedures,
b. The role played by mountains in world culture: the maintaining of living and authentic mountain cultures in
order to meet the new challenges facing mountain societies,
c. The mountains as part of the biosphere: the creation of an international programme specifically supporting
the mountain environment in order to maintain and renew strategic natural resources
d. The mountains as part of the world economy: the adaptation of the WTO’s regulations to the constraints of
a mountain economy (>regulation, support for activities, encouragement to achieve quality, quality labels,
geographical indications etc) and the creation of specific programmes to support development,
e. Summary and evaluation of the international programmes underway in these different areas
V – Conclusions – Followups 
1 The Conference will finish with a “Final declaration”, which will present the conclusions arrived at by the
participants for each of the issues discussed above. With this declaration, the governments and institutions
represented will be requested to implement these policies, and to commit energy and resources to making
them a reality.
2 For most of the countries concerned, the implementing of these policies will require a marked effort by the
national administration, together with reinforced outside aid tailored to the requirements of mountain areas
(both these factors are indeed linked). A request will therefore be made to reinforce the bilateral and
multilateral partnerships with these countries through greater involvement and a redirecting of resources.
3 A group of countries will be assigned the task of preparing an international charter for the mountains,
which will give increased strength and legitimacy to this approach, whilst at the same time specifying the
contents of the strategies and commitments.
4 The feasibility of “an international mountain research centre”, proposed by the APMM, will be submitted for
appraisal (under the responsibility of the APMM).
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List of participants at this meeting
(► Members of the Full Board)

AFRICA
n CAMEROON

• RABEMANANTSOA Brigitte, Chairwoman of the association
of women mayors for Madagascar, bris.sol@wanadoo.mg
• RAHARISON Fidèle, Mayor of AlakamisyItenina,Chairman of
intercommunality VohitrainaAntarambiby
• RAZAFIMAMONJY Norosoa, Managing Director a.i. of the
WMPA  Tambohitravo Malagasy

• CHENG Edwards, Mayor of WUM, wumrc@hotmail.com
• KEMAJOU Baudelaire, Director of MairieConseils
Cameroon, baudelaire_k@yahoo.com
st
• NJONG FONGUY Donatus, Mayor of KUMBO, 1 Deputy
Chairman of the Association of Mayors of Cameroon,
njong@kumbourbancouncil.org
• SALI Hamadou, Deputy Mayor of BOGO, Chairman of the
Commission for Decentralised Cooperation, Deputy Chairman
of the Association of Mountain Members for Cameroon,
hamadousali@yahoo.fr

n MAROCCO
► HAJJARABI Fatéma, Anthropologist, University Professor
at Mohamed V in Rabat, fatemahaj@hotmail.com
► TAZI Leila, Director of ResearchAction at AMRASH,
(Association of Research Action for Health and Hygiene),
tazileila@menara.ma

n MADAGASCAR
► RABETALIANA Hanta, Head of the Region of High
Matsiatra, General Secretary of the AMA (African Mountain
Association) Deputy Chairman of the African WMPA, apmm
fia@wanadoo.mg

n UGANDA
► KAKURU Adison, Chairman of the Community Council of
the District of Kabale, akakuru@hotmail.com

ANDES AMERICA
n BOLIVIA
n ECUADOR

• CHURIRI NINA Severo, Indigenous Political Authority of
Quila Quila
• MENDOZA Fernando, Asesor, CONAMAQ (CONSEJO
NACIONAL DE AYLLUS Y MARKAS DEL QULLASUYU)
► NUNEZ TANCARA Dionisio, Executive DeputySecretary
of COFECAY (CONSEJO DE FEDERACIONES
CAMPESINAS DE LOS YUNGAS DE LA PAZ),
diococa@hotmail.com
• PACHECO Epifanio, QUILA QUILA, CONAMAQ (CONSEJO
NACIONAL DE AYLLUS Y MARKAS DEL QULLASUYU)
• RODRIGUEZ ALACA Alejandro, Indigenous Political
Authority of Quila Quila

► CISNEROS Ivan, IEDECA (Instituto de Ecología y
Desarrollo de las Comunidades Andinas),
iedecaq@andinanet.net
► GONDARD Pierre, IRD’s Representative in Ecuador
(Institut de Recherche pour le Développement),
gondard@ecnet.ec
► PILATAXI Cesar, Delegado Diputado Ricardo
ULCUANGO, Manager ECUARUNARI (CONFEDERACIÓN
DE PUEBLOS DE LA NACIONALIDAD KICHWA DEL
ECUADOR)

n PERU

n COLOMBIA

• LOPEZ JIMENEZ Carlos, Alcalde distrital de Santo Domingo,
Chairman of REMURPE (Rural Mayors Network of Peru),
remurpe@remurpe.org.pe

► TARAPUES CUAICAL Efrén Felix, Senator, Cabildo
Indigena Pasto, aicosenado@hotmail.com

ASIA
n INDIA
n NEPAL

► BHARTI Rashmi (General Secretary of AVANICRAFT) ,
rbharti@ndf.vsnl.net.in ; avani_tripuradevi@yahoo.com

► UPADHYAY Shrikrishna, Head of the NGO SAPPROS
(Support Activities for Poor Producers of Nepal), Deputy
Chairman of the WMPA for Asia, sappros@htp.com.np

n KYRGHYSTAN
► AKIMALIEV Djamin, Academic, General Director Kyrgyz
Agricultural Research Institute of Bishkek, krif@mail.kg

EUROPE
n FRANCE
ALPS
• FABRE Jacqueline, Assistant to Joël GIRAUD, Deputy for the
HautesAlpes, jfabre.an@wanadoo.fr
• PATRON Colette, Adjointe au Maire de GAP,
colette.patron@villegap.fr
PYRENEES
► HERVE Didier, Head of IPHB (Institution Patrimoniale du
Haut Béarn), iphb@wanadoo.fr
► LASSALLE Jean, Deputy Mayor of the Pyrénées
Atlantiques, Chairman of the WMPA, permanencejean
lassalle@wanadoo.fr
► MAÏTIA François, ViceChairman of the Regional Council
of Aquitaine, Chairman of the Pyrenees Mountains Committee,
Member of the Departement General Council for the Canton of
Saint Jean Pied de Port, Vicechairman of the WMPA for
European Institutions, francois.maitia@wanadoo.fr
MASSIF CENTRAL

• CHERMETTE Joseph, Mayor of Dième (Rhône),
mairie@dieme.com
► LARROCHETTE Jacques, Mayor of SaintForgeux
(Rhône), Chairman of the Water Agency, Treasurer of the
APMM, jacques.larrochette@wanadoo.fr
• MILESI Jean, Member of the Genral Council, Mayor of
Melagues (Aveyron), mairie.melagues@wanadoo.fr
ALPINE CONVENTION
• LEBEL Noël, General Secretary, noel.lebel@wanadoo.fr
MADERA (Mission d'Aide au Dév eloppement des
Economies Rurales)
• DE PADOVA Maria Gabriella, Member of C.A.,
mariella.depadova@libero.it
► LOGIE Gérard, Administrator, glogie@clubinternet.fr
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MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
• JOURET Alain, Assistant Deputy Director,
alain.jouret@diplomatie.gouv.fr
• PIALOUX Philippe, Head of the Decentralised Cooperation
Bureau (Direction Générale de la Coopération Internationale
Décentralisée), philippe.pialoux@diplomatie.gouv.fr
VSFCICDA (Vétérinaires Sans Frontières  Centre
International de Coopération pour le Développement
Agricole)
► APOLLIN Frédéric, Programme Director at VSF CICDA,
f.apollin@cicda.org
RESEARCHERS
► BLAMONT Denis, Researcher at the CNRS (Centre
National de Recherche Scientifique), Institut de Géographie
Alpine, ViceChairman of Research, denis.blamont@ujf
grenoble.fr
► BOURLIAUD Jean, Researcher at INRA (Institut National
de Recherches Agronomiques), ViceChairman for
International Cooperation, bourliaud@ivry.inra.fr
GENERAL SECRETARY FOR WMPA (World Mountain
People Association)
• GELIN Cécile, Assistant
• JACOB Gitta, WMPA Assistant, gittajacob@apmm
wmpa.org
► RÉMY Pierre, former DelegateGeneral of ANEM and
APMM, p.remy@apmmwmpa.org
• STANISLAS Claudine, Managing Director of APMM,
c.stanislas@apmmwmpa.org
OTHER PARTICIPANTS
• LASSALLE Pascale
• MARANDOLA Laurence marandolabol@hotmail.com
• SEXTON Danièle
• STAMOS Michèle

n ITALY
LOMBARDY
► PRIGNACHI Valerio, Sindaco di Treviso Bresciano,
Assessore ai trasporti della provincia di Brescia, Viceprésident
de l’UNCEM, VicePrésident de l’APMM pour l’Europe,
vprignachi@provincia.brescia.it
MARCHE
• CAPPONI Sauro, Assessore Ambiente. Provincia di Pesaro e
Urbino, s.capponi@provincia.ps.it
• BORNACCIONI Daniele, accompagnateur
PROVINCIA DI PARMA
• DALL’OLIO Nicola, Assessorato Agricoltura e Alimentazione,
n.dall'olio@provincia.parma.it
PIEMONTE
• ALLEMANO Paolo, Sindaco di Saluzzo,
sindaco@comune.saluzzo.cn.it
• BRESSY Ermanno, Direttore AgenForm: Agenzia dei Servizi
Formativi della PROVINCIA DI CUNEO,
• DELLEANI Daniela, Regione Piemonte,
daniela.delleani@regione.piemonte.it
• DE MARIA Federica, Assessorato alla Montagna Regione
PIEMONTE, Segreteria.Montagna@regione.piemonte.it
• GALLIANO Aldo, Presidente del GAL (Gruppo di Azione
Locale) "Tradizioni delle Terre Occitane"
• GIOFFI Renato, rappresentante Comunità Montana
Montecresente, yuri.gioffi@virgilio.it
• GIORGIS Susanna, Vicepresidente e assessore al Turismo
de la COMUNITA MONTANA VALLE VIGEZZO,
vallevigezzo@vallevigezzo.vb.it
• PRINA Arturo, Presidente, Associazione Produtori Apistici
Valli Ossolane, ilmotta@tiscali.it
• QUAGLINO Alberto, Politecnico di Torino
• QUANRANTA Livio, Presidente della COMUNITA MONTANA
VALLE STURA

► VAGLIO Roberto, Assessorato alle Politiche per la
montagna, Regione PIEMONTE, robertovaglio@yahoo.it ,
Segreteria.Montagna@regione.piemonte.it
SARDINIA
► ZEDDA Celeste, Presidente della XXIV Comunita’Montana
« Serpeddi », serped@libero.it
CERVIM (CENTRO DI RICERCHE, STUDIE E
VALORIZZAZIONE PER LA VITICOLTORA MONTANA)
• STEVENIN Francesco, Presidente del CERVIM,
info@cervim.it
ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DELLA MONTAGNA
• FARINA Rosanna, Ricercatora, Istituto Nazionale della
Montagna, farina@imont.gov.it
• SCAFFIDI Alessandra, Responsabile sedi decentrate e
organi di governo, farina@imont.gov.it
UNCEM (Unione Nazionale Comuni Comunità Enti
Montani)
► CAVINI Bruno, General Secretary of UNCEM
(representing Enrico Borghi, President),
b.cavini@uncem.net

n PORTUGAL
PONTE DE LIMA (District of Viana do Castello)
• CAMPELO Daniel, Mayor of PONTE DE LIMA,
presidente@cmpontedelima.pt
TAVIRA (District de Faro)
• CORREIA Jose Macario Custodio, Presidente da Câmara
Municipal de TAVIRA, presidente@cmtavira.pt

n ROUMANIA
BOTOSANI COUNTY COUNCIL
• CONTAC Constantin, President, timofti@cjbotosani.ro
• TIMOFTI Viorica, Councillor, timofti@cjbotosani.ro
• DIMITRU Dimitriu, Accompanying
BRASOV COUNTY COUNCIL
• UNGUREANU Vasile, VicePresident,
vasileun@yahoo.com;relex@brasovcounty.ro
• BIRSASTEANU Adriana, Councillor Culture, Education
Tourism, relex@brasovcounty.ro
• EMIL Nita, County Councillor, relex@brasovcounty.ro
• GHEORGHE Simona, County Councillor,
relex@brasovcounty.ro
• DOBROGEANU Toma, County Concillor
DOLJ COUNTY COUNCIL
• ODOLBASA Victor, Vicepresident, relpub@cjdolj.ro
• DAVID Mariana, Counsellor, relpub@cjdolj.ro

n SWITZERLAND
CANTON DU VALAIS
• AYMON Yvan, Deputy Managing Director, Head of
marketingpartnerships of Valais Tourisme,
yvan.aymon@valaistourism.ch
• CLIVAZ Patrice, Chairman of the Republic Parliament and of
the Canton of Valais, patrice.clivaz@escsierre.vsnet.ch
FDDM (Fondation pour le développement durable des
montagnes
► NANCHEN Gabrielle, Chairman, ViceChairman of APMM,
gabrielle.nanchen@netplus.ch
• NANCHEN Eric, Director, fddm@netplus.ch
RESEARCHERS
• RUDAZ Gilles, Assistant Researcher, Department of
Geography, University of Genève, gilles.rudaz@geo.unige.ch
• TORNAY Vincent, Assistant Doctorate Studies, Department
of Geography,, Faculty of Economic and Social Sciences of
Genève, vincent.tornay@geo.unige.ch
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